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Imprisonment Today and Tomorrow
2021-11-22

are more people being imprisoned throughout the world why is imprisonment still being used on a wide scale when an increasing number of alternatives are
available what are the major developments in prison law in the last decade what problems arise in prison systems when states become constitutional democracies
for the first time should prisons be privatized how can prison conditions and prisoners rights be improved what special measures should there be for women
juveniles violent offenders or drug addicts in prison what programmes work effectively under which conditions the second edition of imprisonment today and
tomorrow presents much fresh information in its attempts to provide answers to these and other crucial questions it provides authoritative accounts by leading
national experts on the place of imprisonment in 26 penal systems of major countries throughout the world in addition through the chapters on the work of the
european committee for the prevention of torture and inhuman and degrading punishment non governmental organizations and the united nations it sheds new light
on international initiatives to promote prison standards these are complemented by a comparative survey of world prison populations and a final chapter in which
the editors evaluate developments described in this volume and elsewhere in order to arrive at conclusions about international trends and to make well grounded
proposals for prison reform

Prisoners' Rights
2011-03-10

this book considers prisoners rights from socio legal and philosophical perspectives assessing the advantages and problems of a rights based approach to
imprisonment with a focus on citizenship the treatment of women prisoners and social exclusion

Prisoners' Rights
2017-07-05

this volume brings together a selection of the most important published research articles from the ongoing debate about the moral rights of prisoners the articles
consider the moral underpinnings of the debate and include framework discussions for a theory of prisoners rights as well as several international documents which
detail the rights of prisoners including women prisoners finally detailed analysis of the moral bases for particular rights relating to prison conditions covers areas
such as health solitary confinement recreation work religious observance library access the use of prisoners in research and the disenfranchisement of prisoners

Prisoners' Rights
2017

prisons and imprisonment have become a commonplace topic in popular culture as the setting and rationale for fiction and documentaries and most people seem to
have a clear notion of what it is like in prison ranging from the idea of the prison cell as a cosy nook with fast internet access to that of a dungeon with a hard bed
and a diet of bread and water but what is prison really like do prisoners have the same rights as everyone else what are the similarities and differences between
prisons in different european countries this book answers all of these questions whilst also presenting cutting edge research on the living conditions of long term
prisoners in europe and considering whether these conditions meet international human rights standards bringing together leading experts in the field with
comprehensive coverage of the issues in belgium croatia denmark england finland france germany lithuania poland spain and sweden this book offers the first
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comparative study on the subject whereas past research in this area has concentrated on the anglo american experience this book offers a truly comparative
european approach and pays due attention to the differences in prison systems between the post soviet countries and continental europe this book will be key
reading for academics and students of criminology criminal justice and penology and will also be of interest to students and practitioners of law

Long-Term Imprisonment and Human Rights
2014-07-11

the movement for prisoners rights is based on the idea that prisoners though they are deprived of liberty are entitled to other basic human rights what rights and
privileges should be accorded to those who are incarcerated this work examines this issue from different perspectives incorporating excerpts from legal documents
and court cases

Prisoners' Rights
2007

this updated tenth edition covers all aspects of prisoners rights including an overview of the judicial system and constitutional law and explanation of specific
constitutional issues regarding correctional populations it also discusses the federal statutes that affect correctional administration and inmates rights to bring
litigation accessible and reader friendly it provides a practical understanding of how constitutional law affects the day to day issues of prisons jails and community
corrections programs the tenth edition includes a thorough update of relevant case law and new chapters are included that deliver the latest developments on
search seizure and privacy juveniles and youthful offenders and the death penalty part ii contains the supreme court syllabi for the significant court cases relating to
the concepts covered this updated edition is appropriate as a primary text for undergraduate or graduate level correctional law and prisoner rights courses within
criminal justice criminology and sociology departments it is also an invaluable reference tool for law students and correctional agencies

The Law of Sentencing, Corrections, and Prisoners' Rights in a Nutshell
1998

gives voice to a diverse range of viewpoints on the debate on prisoners rights with contributions from prisoners human rights activists academics criminal justice
policy makers and practitioners

Constitutional Rights of Prisoners
2021

prisoners law and practice is a comprehensive guide to the law governing prisons with a strong focus on prisoner s rights and remedies it critically analyses the
duties the state has to those in detention and provides thorough coverage of all the relevant domestic and international case law legislation policies and guidance
prisoners law and practice is set out in an accessible and practical way the book follows the path of a prisoner through the custodial process from reception at
prison through the issues of categorisation and allocation prison conditions rights while detained and through to the various mechanisms for release the routes for
challenging adverse decisions are mentioned in the context in which they arise as well as a thorough chapter on the remedies available to prisoners relevant law is
reproduced in the appendices prisoners law and practice is essential reading for lawyers advisers and prisoners and their families with focus on the practice as well
as the law this book is also a valuable guide for all those working in prisons and for the prison service and related bodies
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Prisoners as Citizens
2002

this text details critical information on all aspects of prison litigation including information on trial and appeal conditions of isolated confinement access to the
courts parole right to medical aid and liabilities of prison officials highlighted topics include application of the americans with disabilities act to prisons protection
given to hiv positive inmates and actions of the supreme court and congress to stem the flow of prison litigation part ii contains judicial decisions relating to part i
part ii contains briefs of judicial decisions related to the topics covered in the the text in order to help the reader learn rule of law as well as the reasoning of the
court that guides future court rulings appendices include amendments to the constitution of the united states of america related court rulings and a table of cases

Prisoners
2009

over 100 000 people in the u s are incarcerated in prisons owned and operated by private corporations a booming business but how are the human rights of
prisoners and prison employees affected when prisons are run for profit an accomplished group of human rights writers and activists explores the historical political
and economic context of private prisons how are prisoners lives affected by privatization how does it impact prison labor and prison employees how and why are
private prisons becoming transnational are women children and african and native americans affected differently from other populations how is privatization
connected to the war on drugs the criminalization of poverty and tough on crime politics the preface is by sir nigel rodley professor of law at the university of essex
former united nations special rapporteur for torture and knighted in 1999 for recognition of services to human rights and international law

Constitutional Rights of Prisoners
2010-04-06

this book describes the purposes and other aspects of imprisonment in various societies addressing broad questions of penal policy twenty three national overviews
generally discuss quantitative developments types of prisons organisational structures the legal framework and specific problems such as complaints procedures
judicial control of prison administration medical treatment of prisoners prison labour visits and outside contacts security measures control of the early release of
sentenced prisoners etc the country reports included are austria belgium czechoslovakia denmark england and wales federal republic of germany france german
democratic republic hong kong hungary italy japan the netherlands the people s republic of china poland scotland south africa spain sweden switzerland united
states and the united nations

Corrections: Prisons, prison reform, and prisoners' rights: Wisconsin
1972

this book analyzes the development and current state of prisoners rights in england and the u s it examines the differences in the legal and social systems that have
resulted in unequal development then discusses the provisions of the european convention on human rights which can be used as a basis of comparison in all three
contexts the main rights that are claimed rest on notions of inhuman and degrading treatment involuntary servitude access to courts and jurisdiction over prison
matters freedom of correspondence freedom of religion and property rights in addition two similarities between england and the united states are the judicial
attitudes toward prisoners claims and prisoners rights of access to courts however english prisoners have access to a wider range of rights because american
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prisoners are limited to federally protected constitutional rights nevertheless wide differences exist within the prison systems regarding how well prisoners rights
are protected finally in both systems judges have concentrated largely on procedural issues and have tended to neglect the major issues of substantive justice ncjrs
modified

Corrections: Prisons, Prison reform, and prisoners' rights: Massachusetts
1972

clear comprehensive practical advice provides prisoners with everything they need to know on conditions of confinement civil liberties in prison procedural due
process the legal system how to litigate conducting effective legal research and writing legal documents this new edition is updated to include the most relevant
prisoners rights topics and approaches to litigation types of legal remedies and how to effectively use those remedies

Corrections: Prisons, prison reform, and prisoner' rights: Michigan
1972

prisoners rights is an area of constitutional law that is often overlooked combining an historical and strategic analysis this study describes the doctrinal
development of the constitutional rights of prisoners from the pre warren court period through the current rehnquist court like many provisions in the bill of rights
the meaning of the eighth amendment s language on cruel and unusual punishment and the scope of prisoners rights have been influenced by prevailing public
opinion interest group advocacy and most importantly the ideological values of the nine individuals who sit on the supreme court these variables are incorporated in
a strategic analysis of judicial decision making in an attempt to understand the constitutional development of rights in this area fliter examines dozens of cases
spanning 50 years and provides a systematic analysis of strategic interaction on the supreme court his results support the notion that justices do not simply vote
their policy preferences some seek to influence their colleagues and the broader legal community in many cases there was evidence of strategic interaction in the
form of voting fluidity substantive opinion revisions dissents from denial of certiorari and lobbying to form a majority coalition the analysis reaches beyond death
penalty cases and includes noncapital cases arising under the eighth amendment habeas corpus petitions conditions of confinement cases and due process claims

Capitalist Punishment
2010-04-28

drawing on participatory action research conducted in sierra leone kosovo and the philippines human rights in prisons analyses encounters between rights based
non governmental organisations and prisons it explores the previously under researched perspectives of prison staff and prisoners on their lives and relationships

Corrections: Prisons, prison reform, and prisoners' rights: California
1971

in recent years european prison law and policy have emerged as a force to be reckoned with this book explores its development and analyses the penological and
human rights foundations on which it is based it examines the findings of the european committee for the prevention of torture the recommendations of the council
of europe and the judgments of the european court of human rights from these sources it makes the general principles that underlie european prison law and policy
explicit emphasising the principle of using imprisonment as a last resort and the recognition of prisoners rights the book then moves on to apply these principles to
conditions of imprisonment regimes in prison contacts between prisoners and the outside world and the maintenance of good order in prisons the final chapter of
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the book considers how european prison law and policy could best be advanced in future the authors argue that the european court of human rights should adopt a
more proactive approach to ensuring that imprisonment is used only as a last resort and that a more radical interpretation of the existing provisions of the european
convention on human rights will allow it to do so it concludes that the growing cooperation on prison matters within europe bodes well for the increased recognition
of prisoners rights across europe in spite of some countervailing voices europe should increasingly be able to give an international lead in a human rights approach
to prison law and policy in the same way it has done with the abolition of the death penalty

Imprisonment
1989

this work aims to provoke reflection on the english conception and treatment of prisoners rights through juxtaposition with prisoners rights in germany the systems
are compared and placed against a wider social background and the methodological problems of comparative law are considered

Imprisonment Today and Tomorrow
1991-03

this is the third edition of the pioneering work that has become the standard text in the field the first edition was one of the earliest to establish that the newly
developing international law of human rights could be set down as any other branch of international law it also incorporates the complementary fields of
international humanitarian law and international criminal law while addressing the problems associated with their interaction with human rights law the book is
more than a descriptive analysis of the field it acknowledges areas of unclarity or where developments may be embryonic solutions are offered recent developments
have confirmed the value of solutions proposed in this edition and the previous one central to most of the chapters is the human rights norm of most salience in the
treatment of prisoners namely the prohibition of torture and cruel inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment the early chapters focus on the period of first
detention when detainees are most at risk of having information or confessions however unreliable extracted by unlawful means voices contemplating the legitimacy
of such treatment to combat terrorism have been heard in the wake of the atrocities of 11 september 2001 the book finds that the evidence clearly suggests that the
absolute prohibition of such treatment remains firm other chapters deal with problems of poor prison conditions and of certain extraordinary penalties notably
corporal and capital punishment a chapter explores ethical codes for members of professions capable of inflicting or preventing the prohibited behaviour police and
medical and legal professionals chapters are also devoted to the extreme practice of enforced disappearance and the contribution of the new convention on this
phenomenon as well as to extra legal executions

The Law of Corrections and Prisoners' Rights in a Nutshell
1976

this book illuminates the decision making processes of the us supreme court through an examination of several prisoners rights cases in 1964 the supreme court
declined to hear prisoners claims about religious freedom in 2014 the supreme court heard a case that led to the justices unanimous endorsement of a muslim
prisoner s religious right to grow a beard despite objections from prison officials in the fifty year span between those two events the supreme court developed the
law concerning rights for imprisoned offenders as demonstrated in this book the factors that shape supreme court decision making are well illustrated by prisoners
rights cases this area of law illuminates competing approaches to constitutional interpretation behind the scenes interactions among the justices and the
manipulation of legal precedents external actors also affect the supreme court and its decisions when the president appoints new justices and congress targets the
judiciary with legislative enactments because of the controversial nature of prisoners rights issues these cases serve to illuminate the full array of influences over
supreme court decision making
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Prisoners' Rights in England and the United States
1989

rev ed of the rights of prisoners the basic aclu guide to a prisoner s rights david rudovsky 1973

Prisoners' Self-help Litigation Manual
2010

legal rights of prisoners is a timely book that addresses the constitutional rights of people in places of confinement more specifically it examines the amendments
that inmates use and the case law that has developed to address their concerns the book examines the types of complaints and issues that prisoners bring before the
courts moreover it explains the american court systems the process of justice and describes the remedies that prisoners use to redress the government furthermore
the book discusses the defenses that general administrators use to justify their actions in the final analysis the book focuses on the future of correctional litigation

Prisoners' Rights
2001

published under the transnational publishers imprint

Human Rights in Prisons
2015-03-23

Prisoners' Rights Litigational Manual
1973

Constitutional Rights of Prisoners
1980

Principles of European Prison Law and Policy
2009-01-08
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Rights of Prisoners
1973-02-01

Legal Rights of Prisoners
1980-11

Contrasting Prisoners' Rights
2004

The Treatment of Prisoners under International Law
2011-04-07

The Supreme Court and the Development of Law
2016-08-25

Legal Rights of Prisoners
1979

The Rights of Prisoners
1988

Cases and Materials on the Law of Corrections and Prisoners' Rights
1973
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Prisoners' Rights
1981-01-01

Legal Rights of Prisoners
2001

Total Institutions and Prisoners' Rights
1993

Prison Systems and Correctional Laws: Europe, the United States, and Japan
2023-09-25

Cases and Materials on the Law of Sentencing, Corrections, and Prisoners' Rights
2002

Compendium of the Law on Prisoners' Rights
1979
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